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Big Lessons

• It’s not your fault
– “When people have trouble with something it’s

not their fault—it’s the fault of the design.”
– To what degree do you agree?

• There is a need for design principles

Design Principles

• Conceptual Models
– How does something work?

• Feedback
– Show the result of an action

• Constraints
– Restrict choices or support all

• Affordances
– Making actions perceptible

• Each concept is connected to each other
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Conceptual Models

• Mental simulation of the workings of an
object
– Design model: designer’s conceptual model of

a system
– User’s model: user’s mental model of the

system developed through interaction
– Ex: Thermostat
– Augmented by affordances, constraints, and

mappings

Conceptual Models

• Affordances
– Perceived and actual properties determining an

objects use

• Mappings
– Relationship between two things (action and

result)
– Ex: Car window

• Constraints
– Limits to what can be done
– Ex: SD Card

Visibility in Designs

• Show how the user can interact, show the
mapping between an action and
operations

• Ex: Trapped by glass doors
• Number of functions should be close to

number of controls
• Ex: Phone hold feature
• Feedback

– Information given to the user

Everyday Things

• Affordances, Mappings, Visibility,
Constraints
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Everyday Things Everyday Things

Technology Today

• Designing new technologies is hard
–Needs iterations for it to mature
– Initial version determines success

Technology Today

• Paradox of technology
–U-shaped curve

–The device made to simplify life
complicates life with more functionality

Difficulty/Complexity

Time/Product Maturity
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Seven Stages of Action

• Doing things:
–Goals

• What we want to happen

–Gulf of Execution
• What we do to the world

–Gulf of Evaluation
• Comparing what happened to what we

wanted

Seven Stages of Action

• Goal
• Gulf of Execution

– Intention: intention to act
–Action Sequence: steps to take
–Execution: taking the steps

• Gulf of Evaluation
–Perceive: perceiving the world
– Interpret: interpreting what is perceived
–Evaluate: evaluate what is interpreted

Seven Stages of Action

• What should designers be thinking?
• Gulf of Execution

–Does the system provide actions that
correspond to the intentions of users?

• Gulf of Evaluation
–Does the system provide

representations that can be perceived
and interpreted in terms of expectations
of the user?

Seven Stages of Action

• Doing things:
–Goals
–Gulf of Execution

• Intention
• Action Sequence
• Execution

–Gulf of Evaluation
• Perceive
• Interpret
• Evaluate
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Task Breakdown

• A person wants to write a paper in a
word processor.  The person needs
to start the application.  What would
happen at each stage of action?

(Short activity)

Example Task

• Goal: Write a paper
• Intention: Open a word processor
• Action Sequence: Click on shortcut
• Execution: Clicking on the shortcut using

the mouse
• Perceive: Changes to the desktop…new

colors & lines appear
• Interpret: A window is opened
• Evaluate: The application is now started

Where is the problem?

• Identify what stage the breakdown
occurs in and how it can be solved:
–An expert cell phone user knows who to

call and what the number is, but always
presses the wrong buttons

–A user always misses when a friend
comes online on IM

–A user is shown OK and Cancel buttons
and is asked to click on one of them,
but does not know what the buttons do

To think about…

• How practical are the stages of
action?  Can we easily design
according to the stages?


